to-day little more than ghost-towns, but once in the eighteenth century by far the greatest producers of gold. In these towns the usual gold rush method of developing into rough collections of shacks, with hole and nothing vacant, was held with firm hand by the State and the Church. The King’s collectors were charging and penalties for evasion were swiftly carried out. All opposition to the part of the Christians was focussed on by His Majesty. Only the churches were allowed to display the riches of the district.

A characteristic Brazilian landscape in these mountains, forming one of the greatest examples of old architecture in South America. The most notable Brazilian colonial artists in architecture, the versal Antonio Francisco Lisboa, better known as the “Cripip”, its mingling, Manuel da Silva, in his literary trestle of poets, styled as the “Minas School.” This is the outcome of the Brazilian landscape. Vila Rica, one of the mining towns, was also the stage of the first nationalistic movement in Brazil. It centred around these dreamers of freedom, while inspiration came from the American Revolution. It is known today as Jose Bonifacio, and Targino was his martyr who paid with his life for the war it counts almost one and a half millions. Not only foreign, immigration, mostly Italian, explains Brazil’s growth. Brazilian from everywhere flocked to the heart of the great coffee country, since its cultivation moved south from the State of Rio de Janeiro to the fertile soil earth which itself its ‘hatch, about the end of the last century.

Brasilia, a somewhat peculiar part from where one half of the world’s total coffee is shipped, has a definite and important influence in the romantic history of Brazil. For here was born the beautiful and ambitious Domitila, the Brazilian Pompey, who eventually received from her admirer the title of Marquess of São João. Don Pedro, that passionate Huguenot, fell madly in love with Domitila on a visit to São Paulo, where he was but twenty-three years of age. Their love was like a flame, burning through all the proprieties and heavy traditions of the day. Portuguese society of those three times. Don Pedro forced his first wife to receive his lady-love in Court, and with the death of the Empress, five years later, it looked as if he would wed Domitila in spite of the protests of his courtiers and countrymen.

However, this scheme never succeeded and she eventually retired to politics, socially or physically. In an epigram, and a world in Brazil. This is how Tom Clarke writes in Word of the Brazil’s, his latest book.
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